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Description 

Background 

GoPro is an innovative camera company that is dedicated to being a leader in developing 

hardware and software solutions for consumers to capture, manage, and share video content. 

Their products include cameras, mounts, accessories, applications and software. GoPro serves a 

variety of customers from outdoor enthusiasts to extreme sport athletes, and their “Hero” camera 

line is gaining market share from different types of customers. The camera was originally 

developed by owner, Nicholas Woodman, to capture live footage of surfing waves with friends. 

Since then, the camera has seen exposure to astronauts in outer space, skydivers and professional 

sporting events. Gopro is currently headquartered San Mateo, California. 

Industry 

GoPro’s competes in a highly competitive and turbulent environment. The hardware and 

software development camera company that engages in sharing engaging content via social 

media competes in a high paced technological advancement industry, therefore, having the 

ability to stay ahead of competitors and continue to evolve is crucial but not easy. GoPro has 

adapted well since their surge on to the scene, but will face more pressure than ever now that 

there product has proven to be a consumer hit. They compete against well established companies 

with long standing reputations and diversified product lines who have already established major 

market shares. Some of these competitors include the powerhouses: Sony, Nikon, and Samsung. 

With many of these competitors obtaining the same technology and having stronger financial 

backing for research and development, substitutes can be produced immediately and steal market 

share. The challenge for GoPro will be evolving their products to remain advantageous above 
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competitors and gaining market share through marketing and promotional efforts to prevent 

being pushed out by larger companies.  

Organization 

GoPro is led by CEO and Chairman, Nicholas Woodman, followed by President and 

Director, Anthony J. Bates and CFO, Jack Lazar. Woodman and Bates are supported by four 

other Board of Director members. The company is centered by a strong core of middle managers 

in Product Development, Marketing, Sales, Operations, Media, Software and Services, Investor 

Relations, Communications, and People. 970 employees fill in under all departments to complete 

the organizational structure for GoPro with 85 of them located abroad. The upstart company 

grew exponentially in 2013 and is actively pursuing an adaptability culture format. Competing in 

such a competitive environment with fast paced technological advancements, GoPro focuses on 

the external environment through flexibility and change to meet customer’s needs. Therefore, 

entrepreneurial mindsets, innovation, and creativity is encouraged within the company to react 

quickly to environmental changes. Furthermore, GoPro portrays a fun loving and exciting 

environment to be a part of. Success is shared throughout the company and a feel good vibe is 

felt amongst employees when GoPro cameras are revealing people making memories and 

capturing exciting footage through social media. There is sense of pride to be associated to the 

accomplishments of the GoPro name. The creative, innovative, and fun loving attitude filters 

from the top down as CEO, Nicholas Woodman, is characterized as a California surfer dude who 

became rich from an idea to capture surfing footage while having fun catching waves with his 

buddies. 
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Challenges & Obstacles 

The biggest problem GoPro is facing now is the ability to generate repeating profits. The 

initial surge onto the market has already taken place and their product is well known around the 

world. However, GoPro now needs to either market their product, evolve it, or diversify their 

product line with new innovative products to continue to attract sales and prevent becoming 

stagnant as a one hit wonder and losing market share to a company who has the ability to drown 

out their product with something more desired by consumers.  

Forecast 

The forecast for GoPro seems to currently be at a standstill. With major threats from 

competing companies coming on to the scene with substitute products and a slowed growth in 

sales from initial launch, GoPro is making attempts to push their success forward. They have 

currently linked with the National Hockey League and the Professional Golfer’s Association to 

capture unforeseen footage from the direct view of athletes in the ‘moment.’ Furthermore, as 

GoPro has earned a reputation for an attractive and fun way to capture memories, they plan to 

continue their success through: Introducing new capturing devices, developing seamless content 

management and sharing solutions, scaling as a media brand, expanding into new vertical 

markets, growing internationally, expanding in-store brand and sales footprints, extending 

strategic marketing relationships, and expanding brand awareness through increased advertising. 

2015 will provide as a tell-tale sign of GoPro’s ability to withstand pressure from competitors as 

new products similar to theirs are beginning to enter the market. I’ve already seen advertisements 

from smaller companies mounting cameras on rifles and bows to capture outdoor footage for 

hunters. Time will tell if people will stay loyal to GoPro and if they have established brand 

recognition amongst their consumers.  
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Analysis & Recommendations 

Analysis of Issues 

As already introduced, GoPro’s biggest concern currently and moving into the future is 

competing in a highly competitive market with companies of greater size and access to resources 

to compete more effectively than GoPro. Essentially, if this were to happen, GoPro would lose 

their market share which would severely decrease revenue and profitability. Many of GoPro’s 

current competitors; Nikon, Samsung, Sony, Toshiba, and Olympus, all have greater bargaining 

power with increased resources and diversified product lines to bundle package deals. From 

having a longer history, these companies have greater brand recognition, advanced distribution 

systems, greater financial backing for marketing and research and development, and established 

customer bases.  

Recommendations to Issues 

In order to achieve greater success and remain competitive, GoPro needs to fully 

integrate an adaptability culture in which I believe they have been working towards. This 

strategic focus on the external environment through flexibility and change to meet customers’ 

needs is essential in manufacturing products in a rapidly changing industry. Furthermore, 

management should be implementing an organic structure. This is a free-flowing, adaptive 

process, with an unclear hierarchy of authority and decentralized decision making. I believe this 

would be crucial for GoPro as their employees need to be encouraged to be creative, innovate, 

and have the freedom to develop a new product if they see the need or opportunity to make a 

difference.  Furthermore, all of GoPro’s components that go into manufacturing their products 
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come from third-party suppliers, who could eventually become competitors. If GoPro was to 

have a falling out with their suppliers, they could struggle to find replacement components of the 

same value and at a reasonable costs. This is another reason why I feel the organic structure is 

essential for GoPro in the hope that they can eventually manufacture more of their own 

components that go into developing their products to prevent relying on outside suppliers. 

Together with an adaptability culture and an organic structure, I believe GoPro will be aligned to 

push innovation in a market that heavily relies on successful creations. This combination has 

proved successful for technological advancement powerhouse, Apple, which would be an ideal 

role model for GoPro although much smaller in size and product portfolio. 

Recommendations, Change, and Implementation 

To ultimately achieve continued success at GoPro, there needs to be guidance from their 

top leader, Nicholas Woodman, who needs to set the tone, which is then followed by middle 

managers and employees being involved in the process to always readily implement change 

when needed. I feel the adaptability culture and organic structure promote an environment that 

affords psychological safety, participation and involvement, and fosters idea champions, which 

are all crucial techniques when successfully implementing change. This combination can also 

encourage an attitude that strives for excellence and won’t settle for anything less than 

extraordinary. That needs to be the mentality when competing in the camera performance 

industry. Furthermore, I would highly recommend the forming of small teams (task forces) who 

would seek out innovative and change opportunities as well as implementing training to 

departments and providing additional resources and energy. These teams will then cross 

collaborate with each other and the internal departments to always be refining and evolving the 
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company as a high end producer of top products. The importance of these teams is essential as 

they can be the drivers to necessary change that may not be noticed by top management.  

The recommendations for GoPro I have suggested; adaptability culture, organic structure, 

and task force teams can all be implemented into GoPro effectively with the right “people.” That 

is the key to the success of companies competing in the technology industry. All three 

recommendations are reasonable to implement and require guidance from top management down 

through to the last employee. If you don’t aspire for precision and excellence and have the drive 

to stop at nothing to be the best, than you are not fit to work at GoPro. That should be the 

mentality moving forward in order to prevent GoPro from becoming stagnant. Companies in the 

technology industry all plateau at some point and GoPro is there right now after their initial surge 

onto the scene with their success “Hero” camera. Now the initiative to strive for repeating 

revenue is the goal that has to be sought out by all members of the company. Which leaves me to 

end in stressing the importance of the proper “people” to be involved to make the 

recommendations of adaptability culture, organic structure, and task teams effective. GoPro’s 

future will be determined by the “people” brought aboard to sail and steer the ship. 
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Appendix 

Organizational Chart 
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